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PREFACE

In 1993, the New York State Bar Association published Medical Malpractice in New York. The book was designed to provide attorneys trying these cases with practical tips and fundamental principles in one volume.

This edition is not an update. It is intended to present a more advanced insight into various aspects of the trial of a medical malpractice case, with many observations that apply to the trial of any case. We are fortunate to have recognized leaders in our field contribute their knowledge and wisdom to give us the benefit of their experiences. It is certainly a better substitute for our own trial-and-error approach, which usually has a heavy emphasis on the error aspect. “Seasoning” as a trial lawyer is hard to come by. These authors give such guidance to all of us.

A special thanks must go to Daniel McMahon and his staff at the New York State Bar Association. Their cite checking, fact checking and organizing have contributed greatly to the high-quality publication that our readers deserve.

Robert Devine
Editor-in-Chief
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